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Abstract
The sound of our speech is influenced by the places we come from. Great Britain
contains a wide variety of distinctive accents which are of interest to linguistics. In
particular, the “a” vowel in words like “class” is pronounced differently in the North
and the South. Speech recordings of this vowel can be represented as formant curves
or as Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient curves. Functional data analysis and generalized
additive models offer techniques to model the variation in these curves. Our first aim is
to model the difference between typical Northern and Southern vowels, by training two
classifiers on the North-South Class Vowels dataset collected for this paper (Koshy 2020).
Our second aim is to visualize geographical variation of accents in Great Britain. For
this we use speech recordings from a second dataset, the British National Corpus (BNC)
audio edition (Coleman et al. 2012). The trained models are used to predict the accent of
speakers in the BNC, and then we model the geographical patterns in these predictions
using a soap film smoother. This work demonstrates a flexible and interpretable approach
to modeling phonetic accent variation in speech recordings.
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1 Phonetics
Phonetic variation in speech is a complex and fascinating phenomenon. The sound of
our speech is influenced by the communities and groups we belong to, places we come
from, the immediate social context of speech, and many physiological factors. There
is acoustic variation in speech due to sex and gender specific differences in articulation
(Bladon et al. 1984, Huber et al. 1999), age (Safavi et al. 2018), social class and ethnicity
(Clayards 2019), and individual idiosyncrasies of sound production (Noiray et al. 2014).
This linguistic variation is relevant to many fields of study like anthropology, economics
and demography (Mesthrie 2011, Ginsburgh & Weber 2014), and has connections to the
study of speech production and perception in the human brain. It helps us understand
how languages developed in the past, and the evolutionary links that still exist between
languages today (Pigoli et al. 2018). Furthermore, modeling phonetic variation is also
important for many practical applications, like speech recognition and speech synthesis
(Huckvale 2004).
In this work, we study one source of variation in particular: geographical accent
variation. There are many accents in British English, each with distinctive phonetic
characteristics. One of the most well-studied geographical accent differences is the so-
called “trap–bath split” observed in the North and South of England. In the North, words
like “trap”, “bath’ and “class” are spoken using the same vowel whereas in the South
they sound different (Robinson 2019). In a Northern accent the “class” vowel rhymes
with “cat” and in a Southern accent it rhymes with “palm”. The geographical accent
variation in sounds like these has historically been studied using written transcriptions
of speech from surveys and interviews (Francis 1959, Gupta 2005). These were used to
construct isogloss maps (see Figure 1) to visualize regions having the same dialect. Upton
& Widdowson (1996) explains that in reality these isoglosses are not sharp boundaries,
and they are drawn to show only the most prominent linguistic variation in a region for
the sake of simplicity. The boundaries are also constantly moving and changing over
time.
More recently, advances in statistical methods and technology have allowed accent
variation to be modeled by directly using audio recordings of speech. A sound can be
represented as a set of smooth curves, and functional data analysis (FDA; Ramsay &
Silverman 2005, Ferraty & Vieu 2006, Horva´th & Kokoszka 2012) offers techniques to
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Figure 1: Isoglosses for the “class” vowel in England. Reproduced with permission from
Upton & Widdowson (1996, p. 6–7).
model variation in these curves. This work demonstrates one such approach, in which
we analyze variation in vowel sounds using techniques from FDA and generalized linear
models.
This paper has two main contributions. The first contribution is to use functional
data analysis to classify accents: we give two approaches for classifying “class” vowel
sounds as Northern or Southern. The first approach models variation in formant curves
(see Section 2.2) using a functional linear model. The second approach models variation
in Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient curves (see Section 2.3) through penalized logistic re-
gression and functional principal components analysis. We can resynthesize vowel sounds
in different accents using this model. These two classifiers were trained using a dataset
of labelled audio recordings that was collected specifically for this paper in an experi-
mental setup (Koshy 2020). The second contribution is to construct maps that visualize
geographic variation in this vowel, using a soap film smoother. For this we use the BNC
audio dataset, which is a representative sample of accents in Great Britain (Coleman
et al. 2012). The resulting maps confirm a geographical variation in the vowel similar to
what is seen in isogloss maps like Figure 1.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce two ways of represent-
ing vowel sounds as multivariate curves. Section 3 introduces the two datasets used in
this analysis, and the preprocessing steps involved. Section 4 gives the two models for
classifying Northern and Southern vowels, and Section 5 presents the maps constructed
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to visualize geographic accent variation. We conclude with a discussion of the results in
Section 6.
2 Sound as data objects
Sound is a longitudinal air pressure wave. Microphones measure the air pressure at fixed
rates, for example at 16 kHz (Hz is a unit of frequency representing samples per second).
The waveform of the vowel in the word “class” in Figure 2 shows this rapidly oscillating air
pressure wave as measured by a microphone. This signal can be transformed in several
ways to study it; for example as a spectrogram, formants, or Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs), see Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. Other representations of speech
sounds have also been used in the literature, such as pitch contours and periodograms
(Huckvale 2004, Gubian et al. 2009, 2015, Hadjipantelis 2013, Hastie et al. 2017), but
these will not be needed here.
Figure 2: Sound wave of the vowel from a single “last” utterance.
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2.1 Spectrograms
We begin by defining the spectrogram of a sound. A spectrogram is a time-frequency
representation of a sound: it reveals how the most prominent frequencies in a sound
change over time. To define it precisely, let us denote the sound wave as a time series
{s(t) : t = 1, . . . , T}, where s(t) is the deviation from normal air pressure at time t. We
can define s(t) = 0 for t ≤ 0 or t > T . Let w : R → R be a symmetric window function
which is non-zero only in the interval [−M
2
, M
2
] for some M < T . The Short-Time Fourier
Transform of {s(t)}Tt=1 is computed as
STFT(s)(t, ω) =
∞∑
u=−∞
s(u)w(u− t)exp(−iωu)
=
T∑
u=1
s(u)w(u− t)exp(−iωu),
for t = 1, . . . , T , and ω ∈ {2pik/N : k = 0, . . . , N − 1} for some N ≥ T which is a
power of 2. The window width M is often chosen to correspond to a 20 ms interval. The
spectrogram of {s(t)}Tt=1 is then defined as
Spec(s)(t, ω) = |STFT(s)(t, ω)|2.
At a time point t, the spectrogram shows the magnitude of different frequency components
ω in the sound. Figure 3 shows spectrograms of recordings of different vowels, with time
on the x-axis, frequency on the y-axis, and color representing the amplitude of each
frequency. The dark bands are frequency peaks in the sound, which leads us to the
concept of formants.
2.2 Formants
Formants are the strongest frequencies in a vowel sound, observed as high-intensity bands
in the spectrogram of the sound. By convention they are numbered in order of increasing
frequency, F1,F2, . . ..
Formants are produced by the resonating cavities and tissues of the vocal tract (Bladon
et al. 1984, Johnson 2004). The resonant frequencies depend on the shape of the vocal
tract, which is influenced by factors like rounding of the lips, and height and shape of the
5
Figure 3: In these spectrograms of the syllables dee, dah, doo, the dark bands are the for-
mants of each vowel and the overlaid red dotted lines are estimated formant trajectories.
The y axis represents frequency and darkness represents intensity (Jonas.kluk 2007).
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Figure 4: This diagram shows how varying the height of the tongue creates different
vowels (Badseed 2008).
tongue (illustrated in Figure 4). The pattern of these frequencies is what distinguishes
different vowels. They are particularly important for speech perception because of their
connection to the vocal tract itself, and not the vocal cords. Listeners use formants
to identify vowels even when they are spoken at different pitches, or when the vowels
are whispered and the vocal cords don’t vibrate at all (Johnson 2004). One can also
sometimes “hear” a person smile as they speak, because the act of smiling changes the
shapes of the vocal cavities and hence the formants produced (Barthel & Quene´ 2015,
Ponsot et al. 2018).
2.3 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) are a further transformation of the spec-
trogram, and are often used in speech recognition and speech synthesis. The way they
are constructed is related to how the human auditory system processes acoustic input;
in particular, how different frequency ranges are filtered through the cochlea in the inner
ear. This filtering is the reason humans can distinguish between low frequencies better
than high frequencies. MFCCs roughly correspond to the energy contained in differ-
ent frequency bands, but are not otherwise easily interpretable (Taylor 2009). They are
mainly used in applications like speech recognition and speech synthesis, in approaches
such as Gaussian mixture models and hidden Markov models (Darch et al. 2006, Safavi
et al. 2018). There are many variants of MFCCs; we use the one from Erro et al. (2011,
2014) which allow for high fidelity sound resynthesis.
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Figure 5: Mapping from Hz to Mel. A pair of high frequencies on the Hz scale sound more
similar to the human ear than an equidistant pair at low frequencies. This is captured
by the Mel scale.
MFCCs are computed in two steps as follows (Tavakoli et al. 2019). First the mel-
spectrogram is computed from the spectrogram, using a Mel scale filter bank with F
filters (bf,k)k=0,...,N−1, f = 0, . . . , F . The mel scale is a perceptual scale of pitches, under
which pairs of sounds that are perceptually equidistant in pitch are also equidistant in
mel units. This is unlike the linear Hz scale, in which a pair of low frequencies will sound
further apart than an equidistant pair of high frequencies (Jurafsky & Martin 2009).
The mapping from Hz (f) to Mels (m) is given by m = 2595 log10(1 + f/700), shown in
Figure 5. The mel-spectrogram is defined as
MelSpec(s)(t, f) =
N−1∑
k=0
Spec(s)(t, 2pik/N)bf,k.
In the second step, we take the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of this mel-
spectrogram. The first M resulting coefficients are the MFCCs,
MFCC(s)(t,m) =
1
F
F∑
f=0
log (MelSpec(s)(t, f)) exp
(
i
2pi(m− 1)f
F + 1
)
.
At each time point t we have M MFCCs. We use the ahocoder software (Erro et al.
2014) to extract MFCCs, which uses M = 40 at each time point. Thus we represent each
vowel sound by 40 MFCC curves.
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From our reading of the phonetics literature, we can draw an analogy to the rep-
resentation and visual perception of images. From the speech perception perspective,
MFCCs are to speech sounds what pixel values are to an image of an object, because
they contain a lot of information but do not simplify the representation in an immediately
interpretable way. Formants are analogous to line drawings of the outline of the object
because they have a connection to the structure of the object and the way our brain
processes and perceives the image. They are also a very low-dimensional summary of the
original sound. MFCCs and formants therefore have different strengths and weaknesses
for analysis, depending on the goal. In this paper we use both representations. The
model with formants allows interpretation of the vocal tract position, while the model
with MFCCs allows us to resynthesize vowels in different accents.
Regardless of whether we work with vowel formants or MFCCs, we can view the
chosen sound representation as a smooth multivariate curve over time, X(t) ∈ Rd, where
t ∈ [0, 1] is normalized time. In practice we assume X(t) is observed with additive noise
due to differences in recording devices and background noise in the recording environment.
3 Data sources
We use two datasets in this paper, which we now describe.
3.1 North-South Class Vowels
The North-South Class Vowels (NSCV; Koshy 2020) dataset was collected for this paper.
It is a collection of 400 speech recordings of “class” vowels spoken in Northern and
Southern accents by a group of 4 native English speakers (100 recordings per speaker). It
was collected in order to have a high-quality (high signal-to-noise, controlled environment)
labeled dataset of typical Northern and Southern vowel sounds in “class” words. This
would allow us to train models to distinguish between the two accents. The NSCV
dataset was collected with ethical approval from the Biomedical and Scientific Research
Ethics Committee of the University of Warwick. The speech recordings were collected
in an experimental setup. The speakers were two male and two female adults between
the ages of 18 and 55. They were recorded saying a list of words using both Southern
and Northern accents. The words were class, grass, last, fast, and pass. Each word
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was repeated 5 times in each accent, by each speaker. The speech was simultaneously
recorded with two different microphones.
3.2 British National Corpus
The audio edition of the British National Corpus (BNC) is a collection of recordings
taken across the UK in the mid 1990s, now publicly available for research (Coleman et al.
2012). A wide range of people had their speech recorded as they went about their daily
activities, and the audio recordings were annotated (transcriptions of the conversations,
with information about the speakers). From this corpus we analyze utterances of the
following words: class, glass, grass, past, last, brass, blast, ask, cast, fast, and pass. We
shall call these words the “class” words. These words were chosen because their vowel
sounds are known to display North-South differences.
Among the sound segments in the BNC labelled as a “class” word, not all of them do
correspond to a true utterance of a “class” word by a British speaker, and some are not of
good quality. Some sounds were removed from the dataset using the procedure described
in Appendix A. The resulting dataset contains 3852 recordings from 529 speakers in 124
locations across England, Scotland and Wales. Figure 6 shows the number of sounds and
speakers at each location. Some speakers were recorded at multiple locations, but 94% of
them have all their recording locations within a 10 kilometer radius. 88% of all speakers
only have one recording location in this dataset.
This dataset captures a wide range of geographical locations and socio-economic char-
acteristics, and speakers were recorded in their natural environment. It has, however,
some limitations for our analysis. For example, we do not know the true origin of a
speaker, so unless the metadata shows otherwise, we must assume that speakers’ accents
are representative of the location where they were recorded. There are very few speech
recordings available from the North, especially Scotland. The timestamps used to iden-
tify word boundaries are often inaccurate, and the sound quality varies widely between
recordings, due to background noise and the different recording devices used.
3.3 Transforming sounds into data objects
Each vowel sound in the BNC and NSCV datasets was stored as a mono-channel 16 kHz
.wav file. The raw formants were computed using the wrassp R package (Bombien et al.
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Figure 6: Each bubble is centered at a location at which we have observations in the
BNC, and its size corresponds to the number of recordings (left plot) and number of
speakers (right plot) at each location.
2018). At each single time point the first four formants were computed, and this is done
at 200 points per second. A sound of length 1 second is thus represented as a 200 × 4
matrix, where each column corresponds to one formant curve. For each vowel sound, raw
MFCCs were extracted using the ahocoder software (Erro et al. 2011, 2014), which also
computes them at 200 points per second. Hence a sound of length 1 second would be
represented as a 200× 40 matrix, where each column represents one MFCC curve.
We smooth the raw formants and raw MFCCs in order to remove unwanted variation
due to noise, and to renormalize the length of the curves by evaluating each smoothed
curve at a fixed number of time points (Srivastava & Klassen 2016, Ramsay & Silverman
2005).
Assuming a signal plus noise model on the raw formants and raw MFCCs, we smooth
and resample them on an equidistant grid of length T = 40. Since the raw formants
exhibit large jumps that are physiologically implausible, we smooth them using robust
loess (R function loess Cleveland 1979) with smoothing parameter l = 0.4 and using
locally linear regression. The raw MFCCs are less rough, and we smooth them using
cubic splines (R function smooth.spline, R Core Team 2020) with knots chosen at each
point on the time grid and smoothing parameter chosen by cross-validation.
We have used T = 40 in this analysis because it captures the main features while not
inflating the dataset too much. We do not model vowel duration, which also depends
11
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Figure 7: Preprocessing steps for each “class” vowel sound, starting from the sound wave
(top plot) and resulting in the smoothed formant curves (bottom left plot) and smoothed
MFCC curves (bottom right plot—only the first 4 MFCC curves are shown).
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on other factors, such as speech context (Clayards 2019). The preprocessing steps are
summarized in Figure 7.
4 Classifying accents
In this section, we will present two models for classifying “class” vowel sounds as Southern
or Northern.
4.1 Modeling formants
Our first task is to build a classifier to classify “class” vowels as Northern or Southern. The
model uses the fact that formants F1 and F2 are known to predominantly differentiate
vowels, and higher formants do not play as significant a role in discriminating them
(Adank 2003, Johnson 2004). It has been suggested that the entire trajectory of formants
are informative even for stationary vowels like the “class” vowels, and they should not
be considered as static points in the formant space (Johnson 2004). This suggests the
use of formant curves as functional covariates when modeling the vowel sounds. Another
relevant idea from phonetics is that the relative position of F1 and F2 is what determines
the vowel, rather than their absolute value (Adank 2003, Johnson 2004). We use the
simplest expression for the relative position of the formants: the difference between F2
and F1 curves as a functional covariate (see Figure 8; also nscv.gif in the Supplementary
Material).
Now we can propose the following logistic functional linear model (logistic FLM) to
classify accents:
logit(pi) = β0 + β1F1i +
∫ 1
0
(F2i(t)− F1i(t))β2(t)dt. (1)
Here logit(·) is the logit link function, pi is the probability that sound i is Southern, and
F1i is its average F1 value over the vowel duration. (F2i(t)−F1i(t)) is the distance between
the first two formant curves of sound i at time t. This contributes to the predictor through
a linear functional term. The integral is from 0 to 1 since we have normalized the length
of all sounds during preprocessing. The function β2(t) is represented with a cubic spline
with knots at each time point on the grid, and its “wiggliness” is controlled by penalizing
13
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Figure 8: Gap between the first two formant curves for the NSCV vowels. Each curve
corresponds to one vowel sound.
its second derivative. Model selection was done by comparing the adjusted AIC (Wood
2017) to test whether other terms should be included. The model was fitted using the
mgcv package in R (Wood 2011).
The fitted coefficient curve βˆ2(t), shown in Figure 9, reveals that middle section of the
formant gap is important in distinguishing the vowels. A larger gap indicates a Northern
vowel. From a speech production perspective, this corresponds to the Northern vowel
being more “front”, which indicates that the highest point of the tongue is closer to the
front of the mouth, compared to the Southern vowel (Cong Zheng et al. 2012). The point
estimate for β0 is 63.05 (p-value = 1.59 × 10−7, 95% CI [39.47, 86.63]) and the point
estimate for β1 is −0.04 (p-value = 1.31× 10−6, 95% CI [−0.05,−0.02]).
This model assigns a “probability of being Southern” to a given vowel sound, by
plugging its formants into (1). We classify a vowel sound as Southern if its predicted
probability of being Southern is higher than 0.5. We can estimate the classification accu-
racy of this model through cross-validation. The model was cross-validated by training
it on 3 speakers and testing on the fourth speaker’s vowels, and repeating this 4 times
by holding out each speaker in the dataset. Using a random split of the data instead
would lead to overestimated accuracy, because different utterances by the same speaker
cannot be considered independent. The cross-validated estimated accuracy is about 90%,
14
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Figure 9: βˆ2(t) shows that a higher formant gap towards the middle of the sound indicates
a more Northern vowel sound. The dashed lines are 95% pointwise credible intervals of
the coefficient curve.
and the corresponding confusion matrix is shown in Table 1. We can also compare the
performance of this model for different classification thresholds, using the ROC curve in
Figure 10.
Table 1: Cross-validated confusion matrix for the logistic FLM classifier.
Truth
North South
Prediction
North 167 6
South 33 194
4.2 Modeling MFCCs
We will now present another approach to classifying vowel sounds, which uses the MFCC
curves obtained from each vowel recording. We have 40 smoothed MFCC curves for
each sound. We begin by centering each MFCC 1 curve at zero, since the average level
of MFCC 1 mainly contains differences in the overall volume of the sound, which is
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Figure 10: ROC curve for the logistic FLM. The dotted line corresponds to random
guessing and the red dot corresponds to using a threshold of 0.5 to classify vowels.
influenced by factors other than accent. Centering the curve at zero retains the volume
dynamics in the vowel while normalizing the overall volume between sounds. Unlike with
formants, we do not have prior knowledge about which of these 40 curves contains accent
information. We proceed by first performing functional principal components analysis on
the sets of curves from the NSCV dataset. This step essentially generates new features,
which we can then use to fit the classification model.
4.2.1 Functional Principal Component Analysis
Functional principal component analysis (FPCA; Ramsay & Silverman 2005) is an un-
supervised learning technique which identifies the different modes of variation in a set
of observed smooth curves {Xi : [0, 1] → R, i = 1, . . . , n}. It is very similar to stan-
dard principal component analysis, except that the variables are curves instead of scalar
features, and each functional principal component (FPC) is also a curve instead of a
vector.
Assuming that the curves {Xi} are centered, the kth FPC is a smooth curve ϕk :
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[0, 1]→ R which maximizes
1
n
n∑
i=1
(∫
ϕk(t)Xi(t)dt
)2
,
subject to
∫
ϕk(t)
2dt = 1 and
∫
ϕk(t)ϕj(t)dt = 0 for all j < k; there is no constraints for
k = 1. The functional principal component score (FPC score) of curve i with respect to
principal component ϕk is sik =
∫
ϕk(t)Xi(t)dt.
In multivariate FPCA, each observation is curve in RM , and the set of observations is
{Xi = (X(1)i , X(2)i , . . . , X(M)i ) : [0, 1]→ RM , i = 1, . . . , n}. Amongst the existing variants
of multivariate FPCA (Chiou et al. 2014, Happ & Greven 2018), we use the following
one: assuming that the curves {Xi} are centered, the kth FPC is a smooth multivariate
curve, defined as ϕk = (ϕ
(1)
k , ϕ
(2)
k , . . . , ϕ
(M)
k ) : [0, 1]→ RM which maximizes
1
n
n∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
(∫
ϕ
(j)
k (t)X
(j)
i (t)dt
)2
subject to
∑M
j=1
∫
[ϕ
(j)
k (t)]
2dt = 1 and
∑M
j=1
∫
ϕ
(j)
k (t)ϕ
(j)
l (t)dt = 0 for all l < k. The k-th
FPC score of Xi is defined as sik =
∑M
j=1
∫
ϕ
(j)
k (t)X
(j)
i (t)dt.
In our case, the curves {Xi} are the MFCC curves with M = 40. Each curve Xi
discretized on a grid of T equally spaced time points, yielding a T ×M matrix, which
is then transformed by stacking the rows into a vector in RMT . The whole dataset
is then represented as an n × MT matrix, which contains observations as rows. The
(discretized) FPCs and their scores can therefore be directly computed using a standard
implementation of (non-functional) PCA, such as prcomp in R (R Core Team 2020). The
first 25 eigenvalues of the FPCs obtained are plotted in Figure 11.
Some FPCs capture accent variation which makes them well suited for classifying
accents, whereas others have poor classification power. For example, Figure 12 shows
the scores of the first two FPCs, and we can see that FPC 1 separates the accents better
than FPC 2. This motivates using each sound’s FPC scores as predictors in a logistic
regression model with an `1 penalty.
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4.2.2 `1-Penalized Logistic Regression
`1-penalized logistic regression (PLR; Hastie et al. 2017) can be used for binary classifi-
cation problems when we have many covariates (here we have p = 400 FPC scores which
we include in the model). The model is the same as for the usual logistic regression: if
Y is a Bernoulli random variable and X ∈ Rp is its covariate vector, the model is
logit(P(Y = 1|X = x)) = β0 + βTx,
but it is fitted with an added `1 penalty on the regression coefficients to deal with high-
dimensionality, which encourages sparsity and yields a parsimonious model. In our set-
ting, if yi = 1 if sound i is Southern, yi = 0 if it is Northern, and xi ∈ R400 is a vector of
its 400 FPC scores, PLR is fitted by solving
(βˆ0, βˆ) = arg max
β0,β
n∑
i=1
(
yi(β0 + β
Txi)− log(1 + eβ0+βTxi)
)
− λ
p∑
j=1
|βj|, (2)
where λ ≥ 0 is a penalty weight. Notice that the first term in (2) is the usual log-
likelihood, and the second term is an `1 penalty term. The penalty λ is chosen by 10-fold
cross-validation. A new sound with FPC scores vector x∗ is assigned a “probability of
being Southern” of ilogit(βˆ0 + βˆ
Tx∗), where ilogit(·) is the inverse logit function. We
classify the sound as Southern if ilogit(βˆ0 + βˆ
Tx∗) ≥ 0.5.
We can estimate the accuracy of the model by cross-validating using individual speak-
ers as folds, as in the functional linear model of Section 4.1. Within each training set, we
first perform the FPCA to obtain the FPCs and their scores. Then we cross-validate the
penalized logistic regression model to find the optimal penalty λ, and retrain on the whole
training set with this λ. Finally, we project the test speaker’s sounds onto the FPCs from
the training set to obtain the test FPC scores, and use them to classify the accent of each
sound using the predicted probabilities from the trained model. This process is repeated
3 more times, holding out each speaker in turn. The cross-validated accuracy of this
model is 98%, which is higher than the formant classification model (Section 4.1). The
confusion matrix is shown in Table 2, and the ROC curve is shown in Figure 13.
To fit the full model, we use the entire dataset to cross-validate to choose the best λ,
and then refit on the entire dataset using this penalty. The entries of β are essentially
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Figure 13: ROC curve for the MFCC model using penalized logistic regression classifier.
weights for the corresponding FPCs. By identifying the FPC scores which have nonzero
coefficients, we can interpret the weighted linear combination of the corresponding FPCs
which distinguish Northern and Southern vowels. In total 6 FPCs had nonzero weights,
and all of the chosen FPCs were within the first 15. A plot of the first 25 coefficient
values is given in Figure 14.
Table 2: Cross-validated confusion matrix for the penalized logistic regression classifier.
Truth
North South
Prediction
North 198 4
South 2 196
4.2.3 Resynthesizing vowels
The combined effect of the functional principal components that are predictive of accent
is given by the function
400∑
k=1
βˆ1kϕˆk : [0, 1]→ R40. (3)
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Figure 14: The first 25 entries of βˆ maximising (2). Nonzero entries are shown in red.
All the later entries are zero, not shown here.
Discretizing this function on an equispaced grid of T points yields a T ×40 matrix, which
can be visualized (Figure 15), or interpreted as a set of MFCC curves (Figure 16).
This MFCC matrix essentially captures the difference between the Southern and
Northern vowels. Since MFCCs can be used to synthesize speech sounds, we now have
the nice ability to make a given vowel clip sound more Southern or Northern, through the
following procedure: for a given recording of a word containing the vowel (for example,
“class”), we first extract the MFCCs for the entire utterance, as a T ×40 matrix where T
is determined by the length of the sound. We use manually identified timestamps to iden-
tify the Tv rows of this matrix which correspond to the vowel portion of the word. The
MFCC matrix in Figure 15 is resampled at Tv equidistant time points, and padded with
T − Tv rows of zeroes corresponding to the rest of the sound’s MFCCs (which we do not
change). We can then add multiples of this T × 40 matrix to the original sound’s MFCC
matrix and synthesize the resulting sound using ahodecoder (Erro et al. 2014). Adding
positive multiples of the matrix makes the vowel sound more Southern, while subtract-
ing multiples makes it sound more Northern. In the supplementary material we provide
audio files with examples of this: blast-StoN.wav contains the word “blast” uttered in
a Southern accent and perturbed towards a Northern accent, and class-NtoS.wav con-
tains the word “class” uttered in a Northern accent and perturbed towards a Southern
accent.
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Figure 15: This image shows the MFCCs of (3) which make a vowel sound more Southern.
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matrix in Figure 15, plotted sequentially. We can see that the MFCC 2, 3, and 5 have
large contributions.
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5 Modeling geographic variation
In this section we present an approach for visualizing the trap–bath split by combining
data from the BNC “class” sounds with the trained accent classifiers described in Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.2. For each BNC speaker we predict the probability of their vowel sound
being ‘Southern’ (using in turn the formant model and the MFCC model), and then
smooth the predicted probabilities spatially using a soap film smoother.
The BNC “class” sounds contain much more variation than the NSCV dataset. This
is partly because of more natural variation in speech itself. Other factors also contribute
to the increased variation, such as poor quality of some recordings and background noise.
The BNC recordings also contain whole words and not only the vowel portion of the
utterance. The timestamps for word boundaries are often inaccurate and many sounds
are either a partial word, or contain parts of other utterances or speech from other speak-
ers. It is hard to automatically detect the vowel portions within these word recordings.
We address these issues by performing two more preprocessing steps: first aligning the
formants and MFCCs of all the sounds from each speaker, and then taking an average of
the formant and MFCC curves from each speaker.
Let us describe our procedure for aligning the formants and MFCCs within each
speaker. Within each word in the BNC, the vowels occur at different relative positions
within each sound. We consider the differences in relative location of the vowel to be
random phase variation. Alignment or registration of curves allows us to reduce the effect
of this phase variation (Ramsay & Silverman 2005). We use the approach of Srivastava
et al. (2011), where the Fisher–Rao metric distance between two curves is minimized
by applying a nonlinear warping function to one of the curves. The first MFCC curve
(MFCC 1) of each sound contains the volume dynamics. For each speaker, we align these
MFCC 1 curves together to find the optimal alignment for that speaker’s utterances.
The same warping functions are used to warp the corresponding formant curves from the
same sound, since they come from the same underlying sound wave.
A single representative sound can be constructed for each speaker by taking an average
of the resulting aligned formant and MFCC curves from the speaker’s utterances. By
resynthesizing the sound of the average MFCC curves, we can hear that it retains the
quality of a “class” vowel and we therefore take these average MFCCs and formants as
representatives of each speaker’s vowel sound. Using these, we obtain, for each speaker,
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two predicted probabilities of their accent being Southern (one based on the formants,
and one on the MFCCs), using models of Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Notice that for each
speaker, plugging this average sound’s formants (MFCCs) into the trained models of
Sections 4.1 (Section 4.2) yields the same predicted logit probability as if we averaged
the logit probabilities from each sound’s aligned formants (aligned MFCCs).
At each location (lon, lat) in Great Britain, we denote by f(lon, lat) the logit proba-
bility of a randomly chosen person’s accent being Southern. We will estimate this surface
using a spatial Beta regression model:
pij
iid∼ Beta(µiν, ν(1− µi)), j ∈ {1, . . . , ni} (4)
logit(µi) = f(loni, lati),
where pij ∈ [0, 1] is the predicted probability of the j-th speaker’s accent at location
(loni, lati) being Southern, j = 1, . . . , ni. The surface f is estimated using a soap film
smoother within the geographic boundary of Great Britain. A single value of ν > 0 is
estimated for all observations, as in GLMs. Notice that ilogit(f(·, ·)) = µi = E(pij) ∈
[0, 1] represents the probability of the accent of a randomly chosen person at location
(loni, lati) being Southern.
The averaging step used to get speaker-specific probabilities ensures that the model
is not unduly influenced by individual speakers who have a lot of recordings at one
location, while also reducing the predicted probability uncertainties. Where a speaker
has recordings at multiple locations, we attribute their average sound to the location with
most recordings. Let us now recall the soap film smoother.
The soap film smoother (Wood et al. 2008) is a nonparametric solution to spatial
smoothing problems, which avoids smoothing across boundaries of a bounded non-convex
spatial domain (this can happen if one uses a method involving a metric which measures
distance across boundaries, instead of restricting to “inland” distances within the shape).
The underlying physical intuition is a film of soap within a wire frame with the desired
boundary shape. The soap film represents the response surface. It distorts smoothly
towards observed responses within the boundary, and takes the configuration of least
surface tension. This idea is illustrated in Figure 17.
More precisely, we observe data points {(xi, yi, zi), i = 1, . . . , n}, where zi are the
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Figure 17: Illustration of the soap film smoother. The black loop represents a closed
boundary. The grey response surface within can distort smoothly towards observed re-
sponses within the domain.
responses with random noise and {(xi, yi)} lie in a bounded region Ω ⊂ R2. The objective
is to find the function f : Ω→ R which minimizes
n∑
i=1
(zi − f(xi, yi))2 + λ
∫
Ω
(
∂2f
∂x2
+
∂2f
∂y2
)2
dxdy.
The smoothing parameter λ is chosen through cross-validation. The soap film smoother
is implemented in the R package mgcv (Wood 2011).
In our model (4), the predicted Southern accent probabilities {pij} of individual speak-
ers are observations at different locations {(loni, lati)} in Great Britain, and we use the
soap film smoother to construct a smooth surface f(·, ·) to account for the geographic
variation. We can compare the results using accent predictions from the two classification
models proposed in the previous section.
Plots of the fitted response surfaces µˆ(lon, lat) = ilogit(fˆ(lon, lat)) using the for-
mant and the MFCC classification models are given in Figure 18. Both maps seem to
suggest a North against Southeast split, similar to the isogloss map in Figure 1. The
predicted probabilities are not usually close to 0 or 1, because the BNC contains much
more variation than we have in the NSCV training data, due for instance to the variation
in microphones and noisy recording environments, and also since not all speakers have
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Figure 18: Smoothed predicted probabilities of a vowel sound being Southern, when using
the two models of Section 4. Black crosses are recording locations.
a stereotypical Northern or Southern accent, unlike the NSCV training data. The BNC
captures British English accents as they were spoken in the 1990s, and the predictions
of the classifiers represent their similarity to the Southern accents in the training NSCV
data. These maps help us quantify the extent to which the trap–bath split was present
in British English as it was spoken in the 1990s.
Single maps like Figure 18 cannot show the uncertainty associated with the contours.
To visualize this uncertainty, Figure 19 shows the 95% pointwise confidence intervals
for µ. These are computed as [ilogit(fˆ − 1.96 × sˆe(fˆ)), ilogit(fˆ + 1.96 × sˆe(fˆ))], based
on a normal approximation on the link function scale. Notice that the uncertainty for
both models is high in Northern England, Scotland and Wales, due to fewer observations
in those regions. Comparing these maps with the number of recordings in each region
(Figure 6) makes this clearer. However, the North-Southeast variation is consistent and
Greater London emerges as a region with significantly Southern accents.
6 Discussion
We first demonstrated two principled and interpretable approaches to modeling accent
variation in speech sounds, using techniques from functional data analysis and generalized
additive models. We presented a model that uses formant curves to classify “class” vowel
sounds as Northern or Southern, trained on a set of labeled speech recordings collected
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Figure 19: Contours of the spatially smoothed probabilities, showing the lower and upper
bounds of a 95% pointwise confidence interval for µ(·, ·), constructed using a pointwise
Normal approximation on the logit scale.
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in an experimental setup. We also showed how the same audio dataset can be used in
a different model using MFCC curves instead of formants. We used functional principal
components analysis to generate new features from the MFCC curves, and then classified
the sounds using `1-penalized logistic regression. We showed in Section 4.2.3 how this
MFCC model allowed us to resynthesize vowel sounds along a North-South spectrum of
accents.
These formant and MFCC models were used to predict the probability of a Southern
accent for vowels from the BNC, our second dataset. The predictions were smoothed
spatially to visualize the trap–bath split in England, Wales and Scotland, using a spatial
beta regression with a soap film smoother. The resulting maps show a North versus
Southeast difference in accents, similar to the findings of Tavakoli et al. (2019) with the
same dataset. The approach taken in this paper differs however from Tavakoli et al.
(2019), since we rely on the use of the trained classifiers which can discriminate between
different accents. In comparison, the work of Tavakoli et al. (2019) modelled all variability
in the audio data without using any true or predicted accents.
This functional approach can be easily extended to other vowels, including diphthongs
(vowels which contain a transition, such as in “house”) to visualize other accent patterns
in Great Britain, or vowels that are informative for other geographic regions.
One strength of this analysis is in combining information from the new NSCV dataset
with the publicly available BNC dataset (Coleman et al. 2012). Despite the small sample
of 4 speakers in the NSCV dataset, it allowed for accent classification models to be trained.
From cross-validation experiments, it seems that these classification models are highly
accurate, a property that we believe would hold in similar recording conditions (such as
background noise level) as the training data. They are also interpretable, since we can
use the formant model to understand the vocal tract configurations which differentiate
Northern and Southern “class” vowels sounds. The MFCC model can be used to interpret
which MFCCs distinguish the “class” vowel in North and South accents, and also to
resynthesize vowel sounds of different accents.
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Supplementary Material
Data and R code: The R code and preprocessed data used to generate these results
can be obtained online at https://zenodo.org/record/4003816.
Other outputs: nscv.gif is a GIF file showing animated formant trajectories of the
NSCV data. Resynthesized vowels can be heard in class-NtoS.wav (perturbing a North-
ern utterance of “class” towards a Southern accent), and blast-StoN.wav (perturbing a
Southern utterance of “blast” towards a Northern accent).
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Appendices
A Exploration of BNC
Each observation in the dataset is a recording of a single utterance of a “class” word.
The metadata that we have for each observation is shown in Table 3, along with the
criteria used to clean the data. Since our interest is in the differences in natural native
accents, we clean the dataset using the available metadata, to remove observations from
trained speakers such as newsreaders, and speakers with foreign accents. We also remove
observations from children, since the acoustic properties of their speech is considerably
different from adult speech (Safavi et al. 2018). We limit our analysis to accents in Great
Britain, and therefore removed recordings from Northern Ireland. Words that are shorter
than 0.2 seconds or longer than 1 second were removed. We also removed the most noisy
sounds using the procedure described in the online supplement of Tavakoli et al. (2019).
Histograms of the sound lengths in the BNC and NSCV are in Figure 20. The cleaned
dataset contains 3852 clips from 529 speakers in 124 locations across England, Scotland
and Wales. Figure 6 shows the number of observations per locations, Figure 21 shows a
histogram of utterances per speaker, and Table 4 gives a breakdown of the social classes
recorded in the metadata for the list of “class” words analyzed.
Covariate Values Cleaning criteria
Sex 39% female, 43% male and 18% missing None
Age Ages 2-95 years Removed speakers below 10 years old.
Social class Four categories designated according to occu-
pation, with 57% unknown
None
Recording location Location of recording eg. “Bromley, London” Removed Northern Ireland, unknown loca-
tions, and speakers whose dialect was not na-
tive to their recording location.
Occupation Name of the profession, 23% unknown Removed trained professional speakers, eg.
football commentators, radio presenters, news-
readers.
Activity Activity during recording, 92% unknown Removed activities like radio and TV broad-
casts.
Duration of word Between 0.09 and 5.4 seconds Kept words between 0.2 and 1 second long.
Dialect Regional dialect categories, 50% unlabeled Removed speakers with known foreign accents
eg. Indian, American and Chinese.
Table 3: Covariates in the BNC and the criteria used for including observations in our
analysis.
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Figure 20: Histogram of sound lengths in the NSCV and BNC datasets.
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Figure 21: Histogram of number of utterances from each speaker in the set of “class”
words analyzed from the BNC.
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Social Class Code Number of speakers
Upper middle class AB 48
Lower middle class C1 64
Skilled working class C2 54
Working class and non working DE 46
Unknown UU 317
Table 4: Number of speakers recorded in each social class in the BNC metadata for the
list of “class” words analyzed.
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